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{"metadata":{"kernelspec":{"name":"python"},"language_info":{"name":"python","version":"3.5.1"}},"nbformat":4,"nbformat_minor":0,"cells":[{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"b8aaab93-e8bc-d65b-a92a-86dee88c7aaa","_active":false,"collapsed":false},"source":"Predictive
Analysis of Survival Rate on Titanic\n===============================================\n\nThis is a predictive machine learning project using ```R``` based on Kaggle competition: [Titanic: Machine Learning from Disaster](https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic). We first build basic 
learners using common machine learning model such as Logistic Regression, Random Forest, SVM ect., then use ensemble method to improve the predictive power. \n\n----------\n**Content**\n\n1. Introduction\n\n 1.1 Objective\n\n 1.2 Data Understanding\n\n2. Data Preparation and 
Exploratory Analysis\n\n 2.1 Data Cleaning\n\n 2.2 Exploratory Analysis and Data Processing\n\n3. Modeling\n\n 3.1 Feature Engineering\n\n 3.2 Model Training\n\n 3.3 Model Evaluation\n\n4. Conclusion\n\n----------
","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"0b00cc1c-ee80-9adc-b834-d21a8e3696e7","_active":false},"source":"## 1. Introduction\n\n### 1.1 Objective\n\nThe sinking of the RMS Titanic is one of the most infamous shipwrecks in history. On April 15, 1912, during 
her maiden voyage, the Titanic sank after colliding with an iceberg, killing 1502 out of 2224 passengers and crew. This sensational tragedy shocked the international community and led to better safety regulations for ships.\n\nOne of the reasons that the shipwreck led to such loss 
of life was that there were not enough lifeboats for the passengers and crew. Although there was some element of luck involved in surviving the sinking, some groups of people were more likely to survive than others, such as women, children, and the upper-class.\n\nIn this 
challenge, we are going to complete the analysis of what sorts of people were likely to survive.\n\n### 1.2 Data Understanding\n\nTo download data, click [here][1]\n\n\n [1]: https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic/data\n\nThe data has been split into two groups:\n\n* training set 
(train.csv)\n* test set (test.csv)\n\nThe training set is used to build machine learning models. For the training set, we provide the outcome (also known as the “ground truth”) for each passenger. Your model will be based on “features” like passengers’ gender and class. You can 
also use feature engineering to create new features.\n\nThe test set should be used to see how well your model performs on unseen data. For the test set, we do not provide the ground truth for each passenger. It is your job to predict these outcomes. For each passenger in the test 
set, use the model you trained to predict whether or not they survived the sinking of the Titanic.\n\n**Data Dictionary**\n\n| Variable | Definition | Key | \n|-----------|-------------|---------|\n| survival | Survival | 0 = No, 1 = Yes | \n| pclass\t | Ticket class | 1 = 1st, 2 = 
2nd, 3 = 3rd | \n| sex | Sex | | \n| Age | Age in years | | \n| sibsp | # of siblings / spouses aboard the Titanic | | \n| parch | # of parents / children aboard the Titanic | | \n| ticket | Ticket number | | \n| fare | Passenger fare | | \n| cabin | Cabin number | | \n| embarked | 
Port of Embarkation |C = Cherbourg, Q = Queenstown, S = Southampton | \n\n**Variable Notes**\n\npclass: A proxy for socio-economic status (SES)\n1st = Upper\n2nd = Middle\n3rd = Lower\n\nage: Age is fractional if less than 1. If the age is estimated, is it in the form of 
xx.5\n\nsibsp: The dataset defines family relations in this way...\nSibling = brother, sister, stepbrother, stepsister\nSpouse = husband, wife (mistresses and fiancés were ignored)\n\nparch: The dataset defines family relations in this way...\nParent = mother, father\nChild = 
daughter, son, stepdaughter, stepson\nSome children travelled only with a nanny, therefore parch=0 for them.\n\nFirst, let's load the data and take a look at it.","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"69b351c0-653e-457d-37ec-
cad7583b25bd","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"library('dplyr') # data manipulation\nlibrary('ggplot2') # Data Visualization\nlibrary('ggthemes') # Data Visualization\n\noptions(warn = -1)\n# load train.csv\ntrain <- read.csv('../input/train.csv', stringsAsFactors = F)\n# 
load test.csv\ntest <- read.csv('../input/test.csv', stringsAsFactors = F)\n# combine them as a whole\ntest$Survived <- NA\nfull <- rbind(train,test)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"508bc8d8-9936-a894-27e3-
e791b0b73f2b","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# show first several rows of the data\nhead(full)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"95b81b55-4cdc-efba-f035-bbed5470d495","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"\n# 
check the data\nstr(full)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"fff0d340-9540-1d72-c194-85beced3abbe","_active":false},"source":"We've got a sense of our variables, their class type, and the first few observations of each. We know we're 
working with 1309 observations of 12 variables. In which 891 observations are from train data set, and 418 observations are from test data set. When separate the variables by type, we have ordinal variable **PassengerId**, lable variable **Name** and **Ticket**, numeric variables 
such as **Age**, **SibSp**, **Parch**, **Fare**, and categorical variables like **Survived** ,**Pclass**, **Sex** ,**Cabin**, and **Embarked**. \n\n## 2. Data Preparation and Exploratory Analysis\n\n### 2.1 Data Cleaning\n\nFrom the data set, we notice that there are a lot of 
missing values in **Age** and **Cabin** column. We are going to replace missing values in Age with a random sample from existing ages. For Cabin, since cabin number makes little sense to the result, we are going to create a new Cabin column to indicate how many cabins the passenger 
has. \n ","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"22c3765a-9e39-33ca-2202-3c73a1861b3b","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# Process Age Column\n\n # create a new data set age\nage <- full$Age\nn = length(age)\n # replace missing 
value with a random sample from raw data\nset.seed(123)\nfor(i in 1:n){\n if(is.na(age[i])){\n age[i] = sample(na.omit(full$Age),1)\n }\n}\n # check effect\npar(mfrow=c(1,2))\nhist(full$Age, freq=F, main='Before Replacement', \n col='lightblue', ylim=c(0,0.04),xlab = 
\"age\")\nhist(age, freq=F, main='After Replacement', \n col='darkblue', ylim=c(0,0.04))","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"4a5afddf-dde3-3279-e06d-8e9046ef8426","_active":false},"source":"We can see from the histograms above that there is 
not much significant change of age distribution, which means the replacement is appropriate. Next we are going to process Cabin Column. We are going to create a new Cabin column to indicate how many cabins the passenger has. \n 
","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"8b4e16ac-d9e1-6606-4bf1-2f9bba5e5b31","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# Process Cabin Column to show number of cabins passenger has\ncabin <- full$Cabin\nn = length(cabin)\nfor(i in 1:n){\n 
if(nchar(cabin[i]) == 0){\n cabin[i] = 0\n } else{\n s = strsplit(cabin[i],\" \")\n cabin[i] = length(s[[1]])\n }\n} \ntable(cabin)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"a5023b4d-679d-37f3-40ea-c13a1a0f2787","_active":false},"source":"### 2.1 
Exploratory Analysis and Data Processing\n\nAs our objective is to figure out what features would influence the survival, we are going to go deep into the data to explore the relationship between each attribute and survival.\n\n**Age** v.s
**Survival**","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"58e59c58-c036-a9bd-56d1-85c33a1a9e79","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# number of survivals and nonsurvivals across different age\nd <- data.frame(Age = age[1:891], Survived = 
train$Survived)\nggplot(d, aes(Age,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram()","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"ff976b0a-4ed2-4334-e011-cb1f142c715b","_active":false},"source":"From the histogram, it seems that kids with very young age 
have a respectively higher survival rate, and elder people have a respectively lower survival rate. To verify it, I create a bar chart to show the relationship between survival rate and age 
intervals.","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"591a1c4a-cc6f-01e4-0f3d-75dd7502e079","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# create bar chart to show relationship between survival rate and age intervals\ncuts <-
cut(d$Age,hist(d$Age,10,plot = F)$breaks)\nrate <- tapply(d$Survived,cuts,mean)\nd2 <- data.frame(age = names(rate),rate)\nbarplot(d2$rate, xlab = \"age\",ylab = \"survival rate\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"b5d3f871-0f84-593e-cb41-
887fd20df38e","_active":false},"source":"We can see clearly from the bar chart above that **survival rate decreases as age increases**. Kids below 10 years old have a higher survival rate above 0.5, people who's age is between 10 to 60 have a relatively constant survival rate 
around 0.4, and elder people above 60 years old has a lower survival rate around 0.2.\n\n\n----------\n\n\n**Sex** v.s **Survival**","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"6f8b16dc-f3c4-d8fc-979c-
6ccc6a9035d9","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# create histgram to show effect of Sex on survival\nggplot(train, aes(Sex,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = \"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"3a086536-
3610-39cf-120e-e71c1d14dd7c","_active":false},"source":"We can see from the histogram above that **female's survival rate is greater than male's**.","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"392f5a52-831a-168e-ecaf-
adf9241a6b5b","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# calculate survival rate\ntapply(train$Survived,train$Sex,mean)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"f26e3f6e-930c-eaff-5134-4d9e7daafaba","_active":false},"source":"The survival rate of 
female is 0.74, while the survival rate of male is 0.19.\n\n\n----------\n\n**Name** v.s. **Survival**\n\nWe also notice that title of surname is a meaningful feature. ","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"fe0e9e9b-bf72-ae79-ae32-
8c2921aefad8","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# extract title from Name\nn = length(full$Survived)\ntitle = rep(NA,n)\nfor (i in 1:n){\n lastname = strsplit(train$Name[i],\", \")[[1]][2]\n title[i] = strsplit(lastname,\". \")[[1]][1]\n}\n\n# make a histogram of title v.s
survival\nd <- data.frame(title = title[1:891],Survived = train$Survived)\nggplot(d, aes(title,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = \"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"4c738c6c-1cad-846b-9972-
493a71af6dc5","_active":false},"source":"To see clearly the survival rate for each group, we also make a table.","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"4ce80ee5-b81f-fa1b-bf2b-71d8854954d6","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# count 
of title\ntable(title)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"860a7969-50ce-93ac-0e32-3c7a8f6124bf","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# survival 
rate\ntapply(d$Survived,d$title,mean)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"53e7f380-901b-6512-6c10-4832243e9a06","_active":false},"source":"We can see from the table, survival rates of females with Miss and Mrs title are close to the average 
survival rate for female group calculated in last section. Survival rates of males with Master are higher than the average male group. Titles like Col, Rev, Dr etc. also have influence on the survival. \n\nSince number of each rare title is much smaller than the majorities, we 
replace these rare titles to 'Rare'.","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"5b498b31-6795-faaa-99d5-9a8644a1549b","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# replace rare titles to 'Rare'\ntitle[title != 'Mr' & title != 'Miss' & title != 
'Mrs' & title != 'Master'] <- 'Rare'\ntable(title)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"83691531-8517-173b-6e1d-450e62d540f0","_active":false},"source":"\n----------\n\n\n**Pclass** v.s. 
**Survival**","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"58704fae-ff99-309f-768f-d78fa4038324","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# make a histogram\nggplot(train, aes(Pclass,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = 
\"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"b97f386f-0e8d-4204-f0ee-a25f736a53b1","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# calculate survival 
rate\ntapply(train$Survived,train$Pclass,mean)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"261ddce1-86bd-3482-87e2-b3aec8519ce3","_active":false},"source":"From the histogram and table, we notice that **Pclass = 1 group has the highest survival 
rate, then is Pclass = 2 group, and Pclass = 3 group has the lowest survival rate within these three groups**.\n\n\n----------\n\n**Family Size** v.s. **Survival**\n\nWe first check SibSp and Parch column 
separately.","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"080312a2-ca22-15aa-e3de-d91f883cffed","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# histogram of Parch\nggplot(train, aes(Parch,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = 
\"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"5114d917-316f-97fe-888b-924cfe2aba48","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# histogram of SibSp\nggplot(train, aes(SibSp,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = 
\"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"02cbf12a-5cb7-8391-0806-35e784247661","_active":false},"source":"We can see that they have similar trend, then we decide to combine them together to construct a column named 
family.","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"3b7bae2f-6385-51f1-9f3a-adf200e74fd3","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# combine SibSp and Parch \nfamily <- full$SibSp + full$Parch\nd <- data.frame(family = family[1:891],Survived = 
train$Survived)\nggplot(d, aes(family,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = \"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"963c35a2-b4fb-3af9-aa2a-
380759205dd5","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"tapply(d$Survived,d$family,mean)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"c36dc79a-16ab-b11f-0f1f-4ce1a3403c67","_active":false},"source":"We can see that **the survival rate increases as the 
family size increases from 0 to 3. When family size becomes greater than 3, survival rate decrease dramatically.** \n\n\n----------\n\n**Cabin** v.s. **Survival**","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"e52425c5-db2a-7fa1-de1d-
bba8071020d9","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# create histogram\nd <- data.frame(Cabin = cabin[1:891],Survived = train$Survived)\nggplot(d, aes(Cabin,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = 
\"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"d70ffb4e-bc1f-546f-e584-11703328b350","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# calculate survival 
rate\ntapply(d$Survived,d$Cabin,mean)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"f16f5d70-0a8b-892a-bf64-803ad5e9c4b2","_active":false},"source":"We notice that **passenger who has no cabin has a lower survival rate, and passenger who has one or 
more cabins has higher survival rate.**\n\n\n----------\n\n**Fare** v.s. **Survival**","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"8461cbe9-da59-ca36-cb15-e2ff51580ffd","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# make a histogram\nggplot(train, 
aes(Fare,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram()","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"d0998202-b220-288a-23d9-4353caaf3739","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# calculate\ncuts <-
cut(train$Fare,hist(train$Fare,50,plot = F)$breaks)\nrate <- tapply(train$Survived,cuts,mean)\nd <- data.frame(fare = names(rate),rate)\nbarplot(d$rate, xlab = \"fare\",ylab = \"survival rate\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"98f1cb7b-
ffbf-b706-e5a2-04b3a5279794","_active":false},"source":"We notice that **there is no significant relationship between Fare and survival rate.**\n\n\n----------\n\n**Embarked** v.s. 
**Survival**","outputs":[]},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"485a95c8-a765-f2ee-7d3b-d3046414fbd8","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# make histogram\nggplot(train, aes(Embarked,fill = factor(Survived))) +\n geom_histogram(stat = 
\"count\")","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"code","execution_count":null,"metadata":{"_cell_guid":"0b135060-3233-af3b-8d38-52a0c7e0f574","_active":false},"outputs":[],"source":"# make 
table\ntapply(train$Survived,train$Embarked,mean)","execution_state":"busy"},{"cell_type":"markdown","metadata":{"_cell_guid":"bcff166b-d4b7-40a6-ca54-6679e053525d","_active":false},"source":"We notice that Embarked C group has a relatively higher survival rate than other 2 
groups.\n\n## 3. Modeling\n\n### 3.1 Feature Engineering","outputs":[]}]}
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---title: 'Exploring the Titanic Dataset'author: 'Megan L. Risdal'date: '6 March 2016'output:  html_document:    number_sections: true    toc: true    fig_width: 7    fig_height: 4.5    theme: readable    highlight: tango---# IntroductionThis is my first 
stab at a Kaggle script. I have chosen to work with the Titanic dataset after spending some time poking around on the site and looking at other scripts made by other Kagglers for inspiration. I will also focus on doing some illustrative data visualizations 
along the way. I'll then use `randomForest` to create a model predicting survival on the Titanic. I am new to machine learning and hoping to learn a lot, so feedback is very welcome! There are three parts to my script as follows:* Feature engineering* 
Missing value imputation* Prediction!## Load and check data```{r, message = FALSE}# Load packageslibrary('ggplot2') # visualizationlibrary('ggthemes') # visualizationlibrary('scales') # visualizationlibrary('dplyr') # data manipulationlibrary('mice') # 
imputationlibrary('randomForest') # classification algorithm```Now that our packages are loaded, let's read in and take a peek at the data.```{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}train <- read.csv('../input/train.csv', stringsAsFactors = F)test  <-
read.csv('../input/test.csv', stringsAsFactors = F)full  <- bind_rows(train, test) # bind training & test data# check datastr(full)```We've got a sense of our variables, their class type, and the first few observations of each. We know we're working with 
1309 observations of 12 variables. To make things a bit more explicit since a couple of the variable names aren't 100% illuminating, here's what we've got to deal with:Variable Name | Description--------------|-------------Survived      | Survived (1) or 
died (0)Pclass | Passenger's className | Passenger's nameSex | Passenger's sexAge | Passenger's ageSibSp | Number of siblings/spouses aboardParch | Number of parents/children aboardTicket | Ticket 
numberFare | FareCabin | CabinEmbarked | Port of embarkation# Feature Engineering## What's in a name?The first variable which catches my attention is **passenger name** because we can break it down into additional meaningful variables 
which can feed predictions or be used in the creation of additional new variables. For instance, **passenger title** is contained within the passenger name variable and we can use **surname** to represent families. Let's do some **feature 
engineering**!```{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}# Grab title from passenger namesfull$Title <- gsub('(.*, )|(\\..*)', '', full$Name)# Show title counts by sextable(full$Sex, full$Title)# Titles with very low cell counts to be combined to "rare" 
levelrare_title <- c('Dona', 'Lady', 'the Countess','Capt', 'Col', 'Don',                 'Dr', 'Major', 'Rev', 'Sir', 'Jonkheer')# Also reassign mlle, ms, and mme accordinglyfull$Title[full$Title == 'Mlle']        <- 'Miss' full$Title[full$Title == 'Ms']          
<- 'Miss'full$Title[full$Title == 'Mme']         <- 'Mrs' full$Title[full$Title %in% rare_title]  <- 'Rare Title'# Show title counts by sex againtable(full$Sex, full$Title)# Finally, grab surname from passenger namefull$Surname <- sapply(full$Name,                        
function(x) strsplit(x, split = '[,.]')[[1]][1])``````{r results='asis'}cat(paste('We have <b>', nlevels(factor(full$Surname)), '</b> unique surnames. I would be interested to infer ethnicity based on surname --- another time.'))```## Do families sink or 
swim together?Now that we've taken care of splitting passenger name into some new variables, we can take it a step further and make some new family variables. First we're going to make a **family size** variable based on number of siblings/spouse(s) (maybe 
someone has more than one spouse?) and number of children/parents. ```{r}# Create a family size variable including the passenger themselvesfull$Fsize <- full$SibSp + full$Parch + 1# Create a family variable full$Family <- paste(full$Surname, full$Fsize, 
sep='_')```What does our family size variable look like? To help us understand how it may relate to survival, let's plot it among the training data.```{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}# Use ggplot2 to visualize the relationship between family size & 
survivalggplot(full[1:891,], aes(x = Fsize, fill = factor(Survived))) +  geom_bar(stat='count', position='dodge') +  scale_x_continuous(breaks=c(1:11)) +  labs(x = 'Family Size') +  theme_few()```Ah hah. We can see that there's a survival penalty to 
singletons and those with family sizes above 4. We can collapse this variable into three levels which will be helpful since there are comparatively fewer large families. Let's create a **discretized family size** variable.```{r}# Discretize family 
sizefull$FsizeD[full$Fsize == 1] <- 'singleton'full$FsizeD[full$Fsize < 5 & full$Fsize > 1] <- 'small'full$FsizeD[full$Fsize > 4] <- 'large'# Show family size by survival using a mosaic plotmosaicplot(table(full$FsizeD, full$Survived), main='Family Size by 
Survival', shade=TRUE)```The mosaic plot shows that we preserve our rule that there's a survival penalty among singletons and large families, but a benefit for passengers in small families. I want to do something further with our age variable, but `r 
sum(is.na(full$Age))` rows have missing age values, so we will have to wait until after we address missingness.## Treat a few more variables ...What's left? There's probably some potentially useful information in the **passenger cabin** variable including 
about their **deck**. Let's take a look.```{r}# This variable appears to have a lot of missing valuesfull$Cabin[1:28]# The first character is the deck. For example:strsplit(full$Cabin[2], NULL)[[1]]# Create a Deck variable. Get passenger deck A -
F:full$Deck<-factor(sapply(full$Cabin, function(x) strsplit(x, NULL)[[1]][1]))```There's more that likely could be done here including looking into cabins with multiple rooms listed (e.g., row 28: "C23 C25 C27"), but given the sparseness of the column 
we'll stop here.# MissingnessNow we're ready to start exploring missing data and rectifying it through imputation. There are a number of different ways we could go about doing this. Given the small size of the dataset, we probably should not opt for 
deleting either entire observations (rows) or variables (columns) containing missing values. We're left with the option of either replacing missing values with a sensible values given the distribution of the data, e.g., the mean, median or mode. Finally, 
we could go with prediction. We'll use both of the two latter methods and I'll rely on some data visualization to guide our decisions.## Sensible value imputation```{r}# Passengers 62 and 830 are missing Embarkmentfull[c(62, 830), 'Embarked']``````{r 
results='asis'}cat(paste('We will infer their values for **embarkment** based on present data that we can imagine may be relevant: **passenger class** and **fare**. We see that they paid<b> $', full[c(62, 830), 'Fare'][[1]][1], '</b>and<b> $', full[c(62, 
830), 'Fare'][[1]][2], '</b>respectively and their classes are<b>', full[c(62, 830), 'Pclass'][[1]][1], '</b>and<b>', full[c(62, 830), 'Pclass'][[1]][2], '</b>. So from where did they embark?'))``````{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}# Get rid of our 
missing passenger IDsembark_fare <- full %>%  filter(PassengerId != 62 & PassengerId != 830)# Use ggplot2 to visualize embarkment, passenger class, & median fareggplot(embark_fare, aes(x = Embarked, y = Fare, fill = factor(Pclass))) +  geom_boxplot() +  
geom_hline(aes(yintercept=80),     colour='red', linetype='dashed', lwd=2) +  scale_y_continuous(labels=dollar_format()) +  theme_few()```Voilà! The median fare for a first class passenger departing from Charbourg ('C') coincides nicely with the $80 paid 
by our embarkment-deficient passengers. I think we can safely replace the NA values with 'C'.```{r}# Since their fare was $80 for 1st class, they most likely embarked from 'C'full$Embarked[c(62, 830)] <- 'C'```We're close to fixing the handful of NA values 
here and there. Passenger on row 1044 has an NA Fare value.```{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}# Show row 1044full[1044, ]```This is a third class passenger who departed from Southampton ('S'). Let's visualize Fares among all others sharing their class and
embarkment (n = `r nrow(full[full$Pclass == '3' & full$Embarked == 'S', ]) - 1`).```{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}ggplot(full[full$Pclass == '3' & full$Embarked == 'S', ],   aes(x = Fare)) +  geom_density(fill = '#99d6ff', alpha=0.4) +   
geom_vline(aes(xintercept=median(Fare, na.rm=T)),    colour='red', linetype='dashed', lwd=1) +  scale_x_continuous(labels=dollar_format()) +  theme_few()```From this visualization, it seems quite reasonable to replace the NA Fare value with median for 
their class and embarkment which is $`r  median(full[full$Pclass == '3' & full$Embarked == 'S', ]$Fare, na.rm = TRUE)`.```{r}# Replace missing fare value with median fare for class/embarkmentfull$Fare[1044] <- median(full[full$Pclass == '3' & full$Embarked
== 'S', ]$Fare, na.rm = TRUE)```## Predictive imputationFinally, as we noted earlier, there are quite a few missing **Age** values in our data. We are going to get a bit more fancy in imputing missing age values. Why? Because we can. We will create a model 
predicting ages based on other variables.```{r}# Show number of missing Age valuessum(is.na(full$Age))```We could definitely use `rpart` (recursive partitioning for regression) to predict missing ages, but I'm going to use the `mice` package for this task 
just for something different. You can read more about multiple imputation using chained equations in r [here](http://www.jstatsoft.org/article/view/v045i03/v45i03.pdf) (PDF). Since we haven't done it yet, I'll first factorize the factor variables and then 
perform mice imputation.```{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}# Make variables factors into factorsfactor_vars <- c('PassengerId','Pclass','Sex','Embarked',                 'Title','Surname','Family','FsizeD')full[factor_vars] <- lapply(full[factor_vars], 
function(x) as.factor(x))# Set a random seedset.seed(129)# Perform mice imputation, excluding certain less-than-useful variables:mice_mod <- mice(full[, !names(full) %in% c('PassengerId','Name','Ticket','Cabin','Family','Surname','Survived')], method='rf') 
# Save the complete output mice_output <- complete(mice_mod)```Let's compare the results we get with the original distribution of passenger ages to ensure that nothing has gone completely awry.```{r}# Plot age distributionspar(mfrow=c(1,2))hist(full$Age, 
freq=F, main='Age: Original Data',   col='darkgreen', ylim=c(0,0.04))hist(mice_output$Age, freq=F, main='Age: MICE Output',   col='lightgreen', ylim=c(0,0.04))```Things look good, so let's replace our age vector in the original data with the output from 
the `mice` model.```{r}# Replace Age variable from the mice model.full$Age <- mice_output$Age# Show new number of missing Age valuessum(is.na(full$Age))```We've finished imputing values for all variables that we care about for now! Now that we have a 
complete Age variable, there are just a few finishing touches I'd like to make. We can use Age to do just a bit more feature engineering ...## Feature Engineering: Round 2Now that we know everyone's age, we can create a couple of new age-dependent 
variables: **Child** and **Mother**. A child will simply be someone under 18 years of age and a mother is a passenger who is 1) female, 2) is over 18, 3) has more than 0 children (no kidding!), and 4) does not have the title 'Miss'.```{r, message=FALSE,
warning=FALSE}# First we'll look at the relationship between age & survivalggplot(full[1:891,], aes(Age, fill = factor(Survived))) +   geom_histogram() +   # I include Sex since we know (a priori) it's a significant predictor  facet_grid(.~Sex) +   
theme_few()# Create the column child, and indicate whether child or adultfull$Child[full$Age < 18] <- 'Child'full$Child[full$Age >= 18] <- 'Adult'# Show countstable(full$Child, full$Survived)```Looks like being a child doesn't hurt, but it's not going to 
necessarily save you either! We will finish off our feature engineering by creating the **Mother** variable. Maybe we can hope that mothers are more likely to have survived on the Titanic.```{r}# Adding Mother variablefull$Mother <- 'Not 
Mother'full$Mother[full$Sex == 'female' & full$Parch > 0 & full$Age > 18 & full$Title != 'Miss'] <- 'Mother'# Show countstable(full$Mother, full$Survived)# Finish by factorizing our two new factor variablesfull$Child <- factor(full$Child)full$Mother <-
factor(full$Mother)```All of the variables we care about should be taken care of and there should be no missing data. I'm going to double check just to be sure:```{r}md.pattern(full)```Wow! We have finally finished treating all of the relevant missing 
values in the Titanic dataset which has included some fancy imputation with `mice`. We have also successfully created several new variables which we hope will help us build a model which reliably predicts survival. # PredictionAt last we're ready to 
predict who survives among passengers of the Titanic based on variables that we carefully curated and treated for missing values. For this, we will rely on the `randomForest` classification algorithm; we spent all that time on imputation, after all.## 
Split into training & test setsOur first step is to split the data back into the original test and training sets.```{r}# Split the data back into a train set and a test settrain <- full[1:891,]test <- full[892:1309,]```## Building the model We then build 
our model using `randomForest` on the training set.```{r}# Set a random seedset.seed(754)# Build the model (note: not all possible variables are used)rf_model <- randomForest(factor(Survived) ~ Pclass + Sex + Age + SibSp + Parch +                                             
Fare + Embarked + Title +                                             FsizeD + Child + Mother,                                            data = train)# Show model errorplot(rf_model, ylim=c(0,0.36))legend('topright', colnames(rf_model$err.rate), col=1:3, 
fill=1:3)```The black line shows the overall error rate which falls below 20%. The red and green lines show the error rate for 'died' and 'survived' respectively. We can see that right now we're much more successful predicting death than we are survival. 
What does that say about me, I wonder?## Variable importanceLet's look at relative variable importance by plotting the mean decrease in Gini calculated across all trees.```{r, message=FALSE, warning=FALSE}# Get importanceimportance <-
importance(rf_model)varImportance <- data.frame(Variables = row.names(importance),                             Importance = round(importance[ ,'MeanDecreaseGini'],2))# Create a rank variable based on importancerankImportance <- varImportance %>%  
mutate(Rank = paste0('#',dense_rank(desc(Importance))))# Use ggplot2 to visualize the relative importance of variablesggplot(rankImportance, aes(x = reorder(Variables, Importance),     y = Importance, fill = Importance)) +  geom_bar(stat='identity') +   
geom_text(aes(x = Variables, y = 0.5, label = Rank),    hjust=0, vjust=0.55, size = 4, colour = 'red') +  labs(x = 'Variables') +  coord_flip() +   theme_few()```Whoa, glad we made our title variable! It has the highest relative importance out of all of 
our predictor variables. I think I'm most surprised to see that passenger class fell to `r rankImportance[rankImportance$Variable == 'Pclass', ]$Rank`, but maybe that's just bias coming from watching the movie Titanic too many times as a kid.## 
Prediction!We're ready for the final step --- making our prediction! When we finish here, we could iterate through the preceding steps making tweaks as we go or fit the data using different models or use different combinations of variables to achieve 
better predictions. But this is a good starting (and stopping) point for me now.```{r}# Predict using the test setprediction <- predict(rf_model, test)# Save the solution to a dataframe with two columns: PassengerId and Survived (prediction)solution <-
data.frame(PassengerID = test$PassengerId, Survived = prediction)# Write the solution to filewrite.csv(solution, file = 'rf_mod_Solution.csv', row.names = F)```# ConclusionThank you for taking the time to read through my first exploration of a Kaggle
dataset. I look forward to doing more. Again, this newbie welcomes comments and suggestions!---
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DATA DICTIONARY

Variable Definition Key
survival Survival 0 = No, 1 = Yes

pclass Ticket class 1 = 1st, 2 = 2nd, 3 = 3rd

sex Sex Male, female

age Age in years 0 - 80

sibsp # of siblings / spouses aboard 0 - 8

parch # of parents / children aboard 0 - 6

ticket Ticket number Unique string

fare Passenger fare 0 - 512

cabin Cabin number C85, E46,...

embarked Port of Embarkation C = Cherbourg
Q = Queenstown
S = Southampton
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Training set
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𝑓 𝑥 = Τ𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑑 − 𝑥 ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟
𝑃𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑑

𝑥

𝑓 2 ≈ Τ50 50
𝑓 1.4 ≈ Τ70 30
𝑓 1.25 ≈ Τ80 20
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DATA EXPLORATION
Visualization

Variable Identification

Missing Values Imputation

Outliers Treatment
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Age
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FEATURE ENGINEERING
Variable transformation

Variable / Feature creation
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Better # of siblings & spouses

# of parents & children
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MODEL
Logistic Regression

Decision tree

Random Forest

Neural Network

Gradient Boosting

Support Vector Machines

Factorization Machines
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WHICH

Decision Trees
Max tree depth, splitting criterion

Neural Networks
Network architecture, solver options

Support Vector Machines
Kernel, penalty

Hyperparameters?
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”NOT TO DIE” ”TO DIE”

Correctly classified 

Incorrectly classified 

Validation Misclassification

Correctly classified 

Incorrectly classified 
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ASSESS MODELS
Model comparison
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